I found 9" X 9" X 15" stone with "1/4" chiseled on North face(GLO 8" X 10" X 14" stone with 1/4 on North face), in mound of stone, brook, runs South, is 172 feet West(GLO 2.6 chains), spruce branch approximately 210 feet East(GLO 2.9 chains), 50" Spruce stump with 1/2" x 6" portion of face, no scribing, bears North 49° East 6.0 feet(GLO 18" Spruce tree bears North 49° East 10 lks), no evidence of GLO Maple bearing tree, some roots of Hemlock tree at North 35° West 4.3 feet(Anderson North 35° West 4.3 feet Rewitness Book 4, Page 41)

I set a (SODF) monument, 3 3/4" aluminum cap inscribed "STATE OF OREGON DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY", on a 1 1/2" X 30" aluminum pipe, stamped "1/4 S3 S10 1997 LS 2507", with magnet inside, in the center of the stone mound, on top of ridge runs South 40° West

NEW ACCESSORIES

22" Douglas Fir scribed "1/4 S10 BT" on low face bears South 3° West 9.86 feet to brass nail and washer stamped "LS 2507" between the B & T;

17" Douglas Fir scribed "1/4 S3 BT" on low face bears North 58° West 12.21 feet to brass nail and washer stamped "LS 2507" between the B & T;

23" Douglas Fir scribed "1/4 S10 BT" on low face bears South 68° West 21.65 feet to brass nail and washer stamped "LS 2507" between the B & T;

16" Douglas Fir scribed "1/4 S3 BT" on low face bears North 35° East 22.86 feet to brass nail and washer stamped "LS 2507" between the B & T;

Steel fence post 2.5' North